Temporal Metabolite, Ion, and Enzyme Activity Profiling Using Fluorescence Microscopy and Genetically Encoded Biosensors.
Living cells employ complex and highly dynamic signaling networks and transcriptional circuits to maintain homeostasis and respond appropriately to constantly changing environments. These networks enable cells to maintain tight control on intracellular concentrations of ions, metabolites, proteins, and other biomolecules and ensure a careful balance between a cell's energetic needs and catabolic processes required for growth. Establishing molecular mechanisms of genetic and pharmacological perturbations remains challenging, due to the interconnected nature of these networks and the extreme sensitivity of cellular systems to their external environment. Live cell imaging with genetically encoded fluorescent biosensors provides a powerful new modality for nondestructive spatiotemporal tracking of ions, small molecules, enzymatic activities, and molecular interactions in living systems, from cells, tissues, and even living organisms. By deploying large panels of cell lines, each with distinct biosensors, many critical biochemical pathways can be monitored in a highly parallel and high-throughput fashion to identify pharmacological vulnerabilities and combination therapies unique to a given cell type or genetic background. Here we describe the experimental and analytical methods required to conduct multiplexed parallel fluorescence microscopy experiments on live cells expressing stable transgenic synthetic protein biosensors.